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STATEMENT ANSWER

In Questions25 - Mother Theresa , the focus of the questions 

related to the Prophesy of Mother Theresa
yes 1000

The answers received by this body/life, relating to the accuracy 

of the Prophesy, were accurate for this body/life at the time of 

testing

yes -1000

The questions presented by this body/life in that document, 

reveal a belief in some version of the book of "Revelations"
yes -1000

In the dimension of this soul, because of that belief, there could 

have been a very threatening plague, war and famine
yes -1000

That holds true for many other dimensions yes 50,000

That currently holds true for the body/life in this dimension 

which supports this soul
no

The belief and subsequent actions reflect the destructive aspect 

of this body/life
yes -1000

There is a distinctness within Consciousness that we call soul yes 100,000

A distinctness which carries through countless lives experienced yes 100,000

If the overall frequency level of the dimension is positive, beliefs 

which are destructive in frequency, are part of the Karma 

accumulated by the soul

yes -1000

At various points in each life experienced, the body/life is 

allowed to decide the focus of that life or a portion of that life
yes 25,000

The focus chosen may be creative or destructive in nature yes 25,000

Question31 on the Nature of Consciousness

CHOOSING
LEVEL* 

OF 

TRUTH  
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A choice between a focus which is creative and a focus which is 

destructive is offered in many ways
yes 25,000

One way this choice is offered, is through the belief in the 

destructive nature of Consciousness
yes -25,000

The destructive nature of Consciousness as presented by the 

burning of Sodom and Gomorrah or by the flood
yes -25,000

The destructive nature of Homo-Sapiens as predicted in the 

Bible in the book of Revelations
yes -25,000

It is also represented by the Prophesy of Mother Theresa yes -25,000

The dimension contains both creative and destructive 

frequencies
yes 50,000

At any point, the soul may choose to go either direction yes 25,000

At some point, the soul must experience the destructive side of 

Consciousness
yes -25,000

To make a choice, the soul must understand what it is choosing no  

It must have experienced the frequency of destruction to 

actually have a choice
yes -25,000

Belief in the Prophesy of Mother Theresa is, in itself, a choice to 

experience the destructive nature of Consciousness
yes -25,000

Within the dimension that a particular soul is currently 

experiencing, a belief by the body/life in the Prophesy actually 

manifests that which the Prophesy encompasses 

yes -25,000

A belief in the book of Revelations actually creates, or manifests 

all that is believed
yes -25,000

This belief affects other souls in other dimensions no

This belief is played out for the particular body/life that 

believes in it, within it's current dimension
yes -25,000
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At whatever point the soul decides not to believe in the 

Prophesy, or any other belief that is destructive in nature, that 

represents a choice to follow the Creative side of Consciousness

yes 25,000

There is no preference on the part of Consciousness as to 

whether the body/life chooses to follow the Creative side or 

Destructive side of Consciousness

yes 25,000

Both the Creative aspect of Consciousness and the Destructive 

aspect are equally welcomed within Consciousness
yes trillion

Experiencing All that IS, regardless of it's nature, is the game yes infinity

5001


